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>Author:  Rachel Lewis
>To:      NMBRTHRY@LISTSERV.NODAK.EDU
>Subject: Mian-Chowla sequence
>Date:    Mon, 08 Mar 1999 03:13:46 PST
>
>
>Hi,
>
>I know that this isn't the most exciting result in the whole world, or 
>even that tiny bit of the world that is number theory, but I have 
>improved the upper and lower bounds, due to Zhang, for the reciprocal 
>sum of the Mian-Chowla sequence.
>
>I have determined that this sum is between 2.158435 and 2.158677.
>
>Basically what I did was to write a Java program, which is available 
>upon request, to determine the first 1600 elements of this sequence and 
>the sum of their reciprocals. Then, I estimated the sum of the remaining 
>elements using methods similar to those of Zhang.
>
>For the skeptics in the audience, here is some data that came from this 
>calculation.
>
>That's my small contribution to mathematics for now.
>
>Rachel Lewis
>
>Element 10   is       81 and the sum is 2.0815196054443366
>Element 100  is    27219 and the sum is 2.156309775887597  
>Element 200  is   172922 and the sum is 2.1577808362589925 
>Element 300  is   514644 and the sum is 2.1581201246680903 
>Element 400  is  1144080 and the sum is 2.158251054240504  
>Element 500  is  2085045 and the sum is 2.1583164389689355 
>Element 600  is  3375910 and the sum is 2.1583539165986365 
>Element 700  is  5253584 and the sum is 2.1583777090816856 
>Element 800  is  7600544 and the sum is 2.1583936459069166 
>Element 900  is 10441056 and the sum is 2.1584048697478537 
>Element 1000 is 14018951 and the sum is 2.158413142546725   
>Element 1100 is 18227621 and the sum is 2.158419388550478   
>Element 1200 is 23342671 and the sum is 2.1584242424380795 
>Element 1300 is 29079927 and the sum is 2.1584280807931213 
>Element 1400 is 35661598 and the sum is 2.158431188049851   
>Element 1500 is 43205712 and the sum is 2.158433736324787   
>Element 1600 is 51824567 and the sum is 2.1584358506787567 
>
>We used 9433106 terms in the intermediate sum, ending at 10000000.
>The last summand is 47813233954985
>The intermediate sum is bounded above by 2.404670850184622E-4
>The tail is bounded above by 2.0452242725154499E-7 and
>this gives an upper bound on the reciprocal sum of 2.1586765222862025
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Author:  Rachel Lewis
To:  Steven Finch
Date:    Mon, 08 Mar 1999 03:56:17 PST
Subject: B2 sequences

I have also found a better value for the quantity that you call S(B2) on 
your web page. The first 68 elements of the sequence are as follows, then 
the greedy algorithm is used. The reciprocal sum is at least 2.16086.

      sequence[0]  =   1;
      sequence[1]  =   2;
      sequence[2]  =   4;
      sequence[3]  =   8;
      sequence[4]  =  13;
      sequence[5]  =  21;
      sequence[6]  =  31;
      sequence[7]  =  45;
      sequence[8]  =  66;
      sequence[9]  =  81;
      sequence[10] =  97;
      sequence[11] = 123;
      sequence[12] = 148;
      sequence[13] = 182;
      sequence[14] = 204;
      sequence[15] = 252;
      sequence[16] = 291;
      sequence[17] = 324;
      sequence[18] = 352;
      sequence[19] = 415;
      sequence[20] = 486;
      sequence[21] = 540;
      sequence[22] = 651;
      sequence[23] = 706;
      sequence[24] = 781;
      sequence[25] = 864;
      sequence[26] = 963;
      sequence[27] = 1003;
      sequence[28] = 1148;
      sequence[29] = 1217;
      sequence[30] = 1371;
      sequence[31] = 1409;
      sequence[32] = 1523;
      sequence[33] = 1673;
      sequence[34] = 1974;
      sequence[35] = 2105;
      sequence[36] = 2191;
      sequence[37] = 2317;
      sequence[38] = 2496;
      sequence[39] = 2652;
      sequence[40] = 2726;
      sequence[41] = 2858;
      sequence[42] = 3219;
      sequence[43] = 3268;
      sequence[44] = 3500;
      sequence[45] = 3605;
      sequence[46] = 3864;
      sequence[47] = 3962;



      sequence[48] = 4237;
      sequence[49] = 4334;
      sequence[50] = 4659;
      sequence[51] = 4767;
      sequence[52] = 5235;
      sequence[53] = 5282;
      sequence[54] = 5545;
      sequence[55] = 5798;
      sequence[56] = 6285;
      sequence[57] = 6452;
      sequence[58] = 6752;
      sequence[59] = 7305;
      sequence[60] = 7433;
      sequence[61] = 7523;
      sequence[62] = 8024;
      sequence[63] = 8679;
      sequence[64] = 9012;
      sequence[65] = 9327;
      sequence[66] = 9703;
      sequence[67] = 10103;
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